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ABSTRACT 
A linear operator T:E+Fbetween two Riesz spaces is called disjointness preserving if IfI Aigi = 0 
cf,g EE) implies ITf lAjTg\ =O. We show that every disjointness preserving operator can naturally 
be associated with an f-algebra homomorphism, and we investigate the relationship between the 
properties of these two operators. We then discuss bi-disjointness preserving operators, which 
under certain circumstances are exactly those disjointness preserving operators whose adjoint is also 
disjointness preserving. We show that a bi-disjointness preserving operator on a Dedekind complete 
Riesz space can be decomposed into a direct sum of four operators of a simple type. 
INTRODUCTION 
Two elements f and g of a Riesz space (vector lattice) are said to be disjoint 
(denoted byflg) if If\A\gl =O. This paper studies (linear) operators between 
two Riesz spaces which take disjoint elements to disjoint elements. Such 
operators are called disjointness preserving. We will make the additional as- 
sumption throughout that all operators are order bounded. On normed Riesz 
spaces, a recent result of Abromovich [l] (see also [3], [16]) shows that every 
norm bounded disjointness preserving operator is already order bounded. 
On C(X) spaces, bounded disjointness preserving operators are exactly the 
weighted composition operators, that is operators of the form Tf = h *f~ @. On 
Lp spaces, a representation of this type may not be possible. However, each 
such operator between Lp spaces still induces an f-algebra homomorphism on 
the corresponding L” spaces, analogous to the composition operator f+fo@ 
in the C(X) case (c.f. [3], [5]). In section 2 we show that each disjointness 
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preserving operator can be naturally associated with an f-algebra homo- 
morphism. This generalizes a result of A. W. Wickstead [ 191 (see also [3], [ 131, 
[IS]). We then discuss the relationship between the properties of a disjointness 
preserving operator with those of its associated homomorphisms. 
In section 3, we consider “bi-disjointness preserving” operators. If the order 
dual of E separates the points of E, then every order continuous disjointness 
preserving operator T:E*E, whose adjoint is disjointness preserving is bi- 
disjointness preserving. If E is in addition Dedekind complete, the converse 
holds. 
In section 4 we introduce four elementary types of bi-disjointness preserving 
operators (def. 4.1). The main result (theorem 4.4) is that an arbitrary bi- 
disjointness preserving operator on a Dedekind complete Riesz space can be 
decomposed into a direct sum of four elementary bi-disjointness preserving 
operators. 
The author would like to thank W.A.J. Luxemburg and B. de Pagter for 
their valuable advice and suggestions, and also the referee for his comments, 
in particular for suggesting lemma 1.5 and the present version of theorem 2.1. 
0 1. PRELIMINARIES 
For the general theory and terminology of Riesz spaces not explained here, 
we refer to [IO] and [21]. All Riesz spaces will be assumed to be Archimedean. 
For simplicity, we assume that all Riesz spaces are real, though it is easy to see 
that our results remain valid on complex Riesz spaces. We shall denote the 
collection of all order bounded linear operators between Riesz spaces E and F 
by S$(E,F); 2$(E,E) will be denoted simply by Y@). 
An operator T: E-tF is called disjointness preserving if f I g in E implies 
Tfl Tg in F (i.e. IflAlgi =0 implies lTfln/Tgl =O). An operator is a Riesz 
homomorphism iff it is positive and disjointness preserving. We will need the 
following characterization of order bounded disjointness preserving operators 
which is due to M. Meyer ([ll], [13], [14], see also [3]). 
THEOREM 1.1. Let E and F be Riesz spaces and suppose TE Y,(E,F). The 
following are equivalent: 
(a) T is disjointness preserving 
(b) ITfl= ITIf ( for aNfeE 
(c) I T I exists and satisfies I Tf j = I T I If I 
(d) T= T’ - T-, where Tt and T- are Riesz homomorphisms satisfying 
T’flT-fforallfeE. 
An operator ME Yb(E) is said to be an orthomorphism if f lg implies 
Mf 1 g. An operator TE 2$(E) is an orthomorphism iff T(B) CB for all bands 
BC E. Every orthomorphism is order continuous. Furthermore, if ScE, 
M, NE Oith(E) and Mf = Nf for all f E S, then Mf = Nf for all f E { S}dd. Recall 
that an f-algebra A is a Riesz space and an algebra such that a, b EA + imply 
abEA+ anda,b~A,a~bimplyac~bandca~bforallc~A.Archimedean 
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f-algebras are necessarily commutative. The collection of all orthomorphisms 
forms an f-algebra under pointwise ordering; hence elements of Orth(E) 
commute. There are two important sub-f-algebras of Orth(E): the contracfors 
Con(E): = {ME yb(E): MJc J for all ideals JcE} 
and the center of E 
Z(E): = {ME d/b(E): 3A E m+ such that /Mfl ~Alfl for all LIZ E}. 
Clearly P(E) c Z(E) C Con(E) C Orth(E), where P(E) denotes the collection of 
all band projections of E. For proofs and further information about ortho- 
morphisms see [21] ch. 20 or [8] ch. 3. 
We now give some extension results for orthomorphisms, which will be 
needed in section 2. We need the following lemma, which is an easy conse- 
quence of Yosida’s representation theorem, see also 1161, 19.5. The ideal and 
uniformly closed ideal generated by a set A (or an element f) will be denoted 
by JA and JA (Jf and Jf), respectively. 
LEMMA 1.2. Let E be a uniformly complete Riesz space. Then for all A g E E 
satisfying lgl I /f j, there is an element MEZ(J~) such that g=Mf. 
THEOREM 1.3. Let R be a Riesz subspace of a uniformly complete Riesz 
space, and let J and J denote the ideal and uniformly complete ideal generated 
by R, respectively. 
(i) Every operator SE Con(R) has a unique extension to an operator 
SE Con(J). 
(ii) Every operator ME Z(R) has a unique extension to an operator lii~ Z(J). 
PROOF. Statement (ii) follows immediately from (i) and lemma 20.1 of [ 151. 
To prove (i), first suppose J is a principle ideal generated by an element 
0<e~ R. In this case, by lemma 1.2 there is for each grz J a unique iMge Z(J) 
such that g = M,e and M,h = 0 for all h E {f }dfl J. Now define the extension 
for each gE J by Sg: =M,Se. It is easy to see that SE Con(J) and Sf = Sf for 
all feR. 
Now consider the general case. For each 0 <e E R, we will denote by S, the 
extension of SIRnJ, to J,, as described in the last paragraph. Pick gE J, so 
there is an element e E R such that /gl< e. Define Sg: = S,g. To show that this 
definition is independent of the choice of e, suppose f E R satisfies lg/ rf and 
set h =eVf. Since &e=Se=S,e, ShlJ,=Se. Similarly, S,l Jf=Sf. Thus, since 
g E J,fl Jf, S,g=Shg= Sfg. This shows that s is well defined; it is clear that 
sf Con(J) and that this extension is unique. 
COROLLARY 1.4. Let R be a Riesz subspace of a Dedekind complete Riesz 
space E. Then every operator ME Z(R) has a unique extension to an operator 
I@E Z(E) which satisfies &(f = 0 for all f E (R}d. Thus Z(R) can be identified 
with the band in Z(E) consisting of all operators in Z(E) which vanish on {R} d. 
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PROOF. By theorem 1.3, it can be assumed that R is an ideal. Without loss of 
generality, assume Mr 0. For any 0 5 f E {R} dd, define Bf =sup {Mg:O<gcf, 
geR}. Since M is order continuous, i@g=Mg for any O<geR. By [21] 
lemma 83.1, I$$ can be extended linearly to (Rjdd and it is easy to see that 
ii$~Z({R}dd). Finally, for an arbitrary heE, set Mh: =Mf, where f is the 
projection of h onto {R} . dd It is clear that I%’ is the desired extension. 
LEMMA 1.5. Let D be a linear subspace of a Riesz space E, and let R be the 
Riesz subspace generated by D. Suppose T:D+D is a linear map such that 
x ’ I y (x E D, y E E) implies (TX) ’ I y. Then T has an extension (which will 
still be denoted by T) to a positive orthomorphism T: R+R. 
PROOF. First, if fi, . . . . f, ED and y E E, then it is easy to see that 
f:A . . . A f,’ I y implies 
(1) 
(TfI)+A...A(Tfn)+ L y. 
A similar result holds if the positive parts are replaced by the negative parts. 
Now let Ck denote the collection of all mappings r: { 1, . . . , m} -+ { 1, . . . , n>. 
Pick hijkeE (i= 1, . . . . m; j= 1, . . . . n; k= 1, . . . . p). Then 
T \j A h,=O~ i C’ hij,=O (i=1,2,...,m) 
i=l j=l k=l j=l k=l 
and 
and 
K C’ A hi~~=O~ V L h<j,,,,=O (i=l,...,n) 
i=l j=l k=l @EC: j=l 
It follows that 
K C’ A h,=OH i h$,,,j, =O 
i=l j=l k=l j=l 
for all iE{l,..., m} and I$ E C$ and 
K 
i=l 
A h&(i),k = 0 for all t E C$. 
k=l 
By [4]; 2.2.11, any element of R can be written for some m, n E ZV, in the form 
;;, 3 Xij 
j=l i=l 
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where the Xij are elements of D. Define 
(3) T( i G Xij):= i ,fl cTXij)* 
j=l i=l j=l 
We must show that this is well defined. Suppose ykl ED (k= 1, . . . ,p; 
I=1 , . . . , q) and 
A 6 Yk/= i G xije 
/=l k=l j=l i=l 
This is equivalent to 
(4) A ;f, G A (Xij -Yk[) = 0 
j=l /=I k=l 
so it follows from (1) and (2) that 
n m 4 P 
A V TXj= A /, TYkt. 
j=l i=l /=I 
This shows that the extension of T is well defined; it is easy to see that T is 
linear. 
Finally, pick x E R, y E E and write 
x= ;; c xij 
j=l i=l 
(XijED) as before. Then 
(5) X+ I Ye i Xj,~r(j, I Y for all SE Cr. 
j=l 
Applying (1) to (5), it is seen that (TX)+ I y, so the extended operator T is a 
positive orthomorphism. 
REMARK. If the operator Tin lemma 1.5 additionally satisfies for every XE D, 
Txi&x for some A,ER,, then it is easy to see by its construction that the 
extension of T is in Con(R) and if the A, can be chosen independent of x, then 
the extension is in Z(R). 
5 2. THE ASSOCIATED MAPS 
We begin this section by discussing ways of associating an f-algebra homo- 
morphism to each disjointness preserving operator. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let TE yb(E, F) be a disjointness preserving operator between 
Riesz spaces E and F, and let R denote the Riesz subspace generated by TE, 
the range of T in F. Then there exists a (unique) f-algebra homomorphism 
F: Orth(E)+Orth(R) such that T(M)(Tf) = TMf for all f E E and ME Orth(E). 
Furthermore, T(Con(E)) C Con(R) and T(Z(E)) C Z(R). Moreover, the re- 
striction of F(M) to 1 T 1 E is / T 1 TM) for all ME Orth(E). 
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PROOF. For each f E E and ME Orth(E) define @4)(Tf): = TMf. Since 
Ker T= Ker 1 T ( is a uniformly closed ideal of E, and A4 preserves such ideals 
(see [15] 15.2), Tf=O implies TMf=O. Hence Tg=Th implies TMg= TMh. 
This shows that F(M) is well defined as a map from TE to itself; it is clearly 
linear. 
We next show that F(M) can be extended to an element of Orth(R). It 
may be assumed for this purpose that M is positive. Suppose (Tf) + I g 
(J-SE, gcF). Then, since (Tf)+ = T+f+ + T-f-, we have by theorem 1.1(d) 
T+f + I g and T-f- I g. Since M preserves the uniformly closed ideal 
(T’)-‘{g}d, we have T’Mf’ I g. Similarly T-Mf - I g, and thus 
(F(M)Tf)+ =(TMf)+ = T+Mf+ + T-Mf - I g. 
Lemma 1.5 now gives that T(M) can be extended to a positive orthomorphism 
on R, which will still be denoted by F(M). 
Thus the map i?Orth(E)+Orth(R) is positive and it is easily seen to be an 
algebra homomorphism. Since Ml Mz = 0 iff M, I M2 for any orthomorphisms 
Ml and M2, this implies that Tis disjointness preserving and hence an f-algebra 
homomorphism. It follows immediately that ?@(E))CZ(R); the remark after 
lemma 1.5 gives that F(Con(E)) C Con(R). 
Finally, to prove the last statement we must show that (FM)1 TI f = 1 TI(Mf) 
for all f E Eand ME Orth(E). It suffices to prove this when M and f are positive. 
In this case, 
and the proof of the theorem is complete. 
REMARKS. 1. In the situation discussed in theorem 2.1, it is easy to see 
that ITIEcR. However, this inclusion may be strict. For example, take 
E = C[ - 1, l] = F and Tf(x) =xf(x). On the other hand, by theorem 1.1 the 
ideals generated by IT I E and TE must be the same. 
2. Theorem 2.1 has an interesting application to the theory of f-algebras. 
Any semi-prime f-algebra (i.e. an f-algebra with no non-trivial nilpotent 
elements) A can be canonically embedded in Orth(A) via the map i: f+Mf 
defined by Mfg = f .g. Now let A and B be semi-prime f-algebras and suppose 
T: A + B is an f-algebra homomorphism. Since for all f, g E A, p(Mf)Tg = 
= T(Mfg) = T(f. g) = MT.Tg, we have 
.- 
(io T)f = MT.= T(M,) = TO i(f). 
This shows that every surjective f-algebra homomorphism T:A-+B can be 
extended under the canonical embedding to an f-algebra homomorphism 
T:Orth(A)+Orth(B). 
Our next result follows immediately from theorems 1.3 and 2.1. 
COROLLARY 2.2. Suppose TE L!$(E, F) is a disjointness preserving operator 
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between a Riesz space E and a uniformly complete Riesz space F. Denote the 
ideal and uniformly closed ideal generated by TE by J and 7, respectively. 
(i) There exists a (unique) f-algebra homomorphism F;: Con(E)-+Con(J) such 
that T(M)T= TM for all ME Con(E). 
(ii) There exists a (unique) f-algebra homomorphism T: Z(E)-+Z(J) such that 
T(M)T= TM for all ME Z(E). 
Furthermore in both (i) and (ii), we have 1 Ti”= T. 
We will call the map T:Z(E)-+Z(7& given in corollary 2.3 the associated 
operator of T. We now investigate the relationship of the properties of T with 
those of its associated operator. 
In order for the properties of T to be accurately reflected in those of its 
associated operator, we will need to assume some type of compatibility between 
the Riesz spaces and their centers. Two such conditions are given in the next 
definition. 
DEFINITION 2.3. Let E be a Riesz space. 
(i) We will say that E has a regular center ifit follows from M&O in Z(E) that 
M,fiO in E for all f E E,. 
(ii) We say that E has an algebraically rich center if for every f, g E E satisfying 
O<g<f, there exists an operator ME Z(E), such that O<Mf <g and 
Mh=O for all hE{fjd. 
Every Dedekind o-complete Riesz space has an algebraically rich center (see 
[8] ch. 3, thm. 7.6). It is not hard to see that a Riesz space E has an algebraically 
rich center iff Z(E) = Z(E), where “-” denotes Dedekind completion. By [I 11, 
1.15 every space with an algebraically rich center has a regular center. 
THEOREM 2.4. Let TE Pb(E, F) be a disjointness preserving operator between 
Riesz spaces E and F, where F is uniformly complete. Suppose E has an alge- 
braically rich center and Jre has a regular center. Then T is order continuous 
iff its associated operator T is order continuous. 
PROOF. It can be assumed that T is positive. Suppose T is o-continuous and 
M,LO in Z(E). Since E has an algebraically rich center, M,fJO for all f E E, . 
Since T is o-continuous, T(M,)Tf = TM,flO in E. Thus, if 01Ms T(M,) for 
all a, Mg=O for all g E TE and hence for all ge JTE. Therefore, T(M&O in 
Z(J,,), so F is o-continuous. 
Conversely, suppose T is o-continuous and f r f&O in E. By considering 1 T / 
if necessary, it may be assumed that T is positive. By [7] ch. 3 thm. 7.6, there 
are operators M, in the center of the Dedekind completion of E, Z(g), such 
that M,f =f, and M,g = 0 for all g E {f Id. Note that M&O in Z@). Since 
Z(J?)=@) there are operators MQfl~Z(E) s.t. MU&@, in Z(B), and hence 
wz, p Map = 0. Since F is o-continuous and Z(J& has regular center, 
0= inf T(M&Tf= inf TMafif?inf TM,f=inf Tf,?O 
n,B GB a a 
Therefore Tf,lO in JrE, so T is o-continuous. 
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A result similar to our next theorem was proven by Wickstead [18] when E 
and F are Banach lattices with quasi-interior points. 
THEOREM 2.6. Suppose E and F are Riesz spaces, with F uniformly complete. 
Let TE Pb(E, F) be a disjointness preserving operator with associated operator 
T. Consider the following statements: 
(a) T is injective. 
(b) T is injective. 
Then (a) * (b). If E has an algebraically rich center and either T is o-continuous 
or T is surjective and Z(Jr,) has an algebraically rich center, then (b) * (a) so 
the two statements are equivalent. 
PROOF. Suppose F is not injective, so there is an operator O#+ME Ker T. 
Then there is an element 0 #f E E such that Mf # 0. Hence TMf = T(M)Tf = 0, 
so T is not injective. 
Conversely suppose E has an algebraically rich center. If T is o-continuous 
but it not injective, then Ker T is a band so there is an operator OZME Z(E) 
such that ME C Ker T. For any f E E we have T(M) Tf = TMf = 0, so ME Ker i? 
and F is not injective. 
Now suppose instead that Fis surjective and Z(J& has an algebraically rich 
center. If Tis injective, then Fis invertible and hence o-continuous ([lo] 18.13). 
By theorem 2.5, T is also o-continuous and hence injective. 
We will denote the order dual of a Riesz space E by E* and the (order) 
adjoint of an operator TE 5$(E, F) by T *. In general, the adjoint of a disjoint- 
ness preserving operator T is not disjointness preserving. We next discuss 
conditions which guarantee that T* is disjointness preserving. 
Let E be a Riesz space whose order dual E * separates the points of E. Recall 
that the absolute weak topology on E (denoted by lal(E, E*)) is the locally 
convex-solid topology generated by the Riesz seminorms {e: p E E*} where 
e,(x): = IPl(lXl> f or x E E (see [2] pg. 40-41). The proof of the following propo- 
sition is omitted since it is essentially the same as the proof of [7] 1.2. 
PROPOSITION 2.6. Let E and F be Riesz spaces such that F* separates the 
points of F,‘and suppose TE &(E, F) is a positive operator. Then T * is a Riesz 
homomorphism iff TIO, e]lOl(FPF*) = [0, Tel for all e E E,, where TIO,l”l(KF*) 
denotes the closure of T[O,e] in the absolute weak topology. 
Recall that a positive operator TE Pb(E, F) is called interval preserving (or 
has the Maharam property) if T[O, e] = [0, Te] for all e E E, . 
LEMMA 2.7. Let TE Yb(E, F) be a disjointness preserving operator between 
Riesz spaces E and F. The following are equivalent: 
(i) / T I is interval preserving 
(ii) /TIE is an ideal in F 
(iii) TE is an ideal. 
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PROOF. (i) e (ii): Clear. 
(ii)* (iii): We will show that TE = j TIE. To this end, it suffices to show 
that if OIgI/Tlf(fEE+, gEF) then g=Th for some heE. Since Olgl 
I T+f+ T-f, there exist elements g,, g2 E F, such that gr 5 T’f and g21 T-f, 
by the Riesz decomposition property. Since 1 TIE is an ideal, there exist 
elements h,, h,EE such that Olh,, h,sf and ]Tlh,=g,, lTlh,=g,. Since 
05 T+ h, + T- hl 5 T+f, it follows from theorem 1.1 (d) and T-h, I T-f that 
T-h,=O. Similarly, T+h2=0. Hence, if h:=hl-h,, then OrTh=T+h,+ 
+ T-h2=g,+gz=g. 
(iii) =$ (i): Suppose 0 5 gs 1 T I f, where f E E, and g E F. Then by (iii), since 
\Tlf=lTfl, there is an element hcE+ such that g=Th=jTh]=/Tlh. 
PROPOSITION 2.8. Let TE Yb(E,F) be an order continuous Riesz homo- 
morphism between a Dedekind complete Riesz space E and a Riesz space F and 
suppose F* separates the points of F. Then T is interval preserving iff T * is a 
Riesz homomorphism. 
PROOF. The “only if” direction follows from proposition 2.6. To prove the 
converse, pick e E E, and suppose O<g< Te. By proposition 2.6, there is a net 
{ha}a~A in [O,e] such that g,: = Th,re for all (x and g,+glol(F, F*). For any 
(Y E A, define f, = infp> a h,. Since elf, for all a and E is Dedekind complete, 
f:=SUPacA f, exists. We have, since T is an o-continuous Riesz homo- 
morphism, 
Tf=sup Tf,=sup inf Th,=lim inf g,=g 
a a Da a 
Hence T is interval preserving. 
By combining the previous results with a theorem of Luxemburg-Schep [9], 
we obtain the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2.8. Suppose TE J$(E,F) is an order continuous disjointness 
preserving operator between two Dedekind complete Riesz spaces. Consider the 
following statements 
(a) / T / is interval preserving. 
(b) TE is an ideal in F. 
(c) The associated operator T is surjective. 
(d) The order adjoint 1 TI * is a Riesz homomorphism. 
(e) T * is disjointness preserving. 
Then (a), (b), and (c) are equivalent, (a) 5 (d), and (d) and (e) are equivalent. 
If F * separates the points of F, then (d)*(a) so all five statements are 
equivalent. 
PROOF. The equivalence of (a) and (b) is proposition 2.7. The equivalence of 
(a) and (c) is [9] 3.1. The proof of (a)*(d) is similar to [8] ch. 3, 5.5 or [7] 1.2 
and will be omitted. If F * separates the points of F, then (d)*(a) is proposition 
2.6. 
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0 3. BI-DISJOINTNESS PRESERVING OPERATORS 
DEFINITION 3.1. An order continuous disjointness preserving operator 
TE L$(E) on a Riesz space E is called bi-disjointness preserving if for every 
J;gEE+ satisfying O<g< ITfl( = ITIf), th ere is a net {g,} such that 0 cg,f sf 
and 1 Tg,l tg in E. 
Note that a disjointness preserving operator T is bi-disjointness preserving iff 
1 T 1 is bi-disjointness preserving. Our first goal will be to justify the above 
definition by showing that, under certain circumstances, the adjoint of a bi- 
disjointness preserving operator is disjointness preserving. 
We will denote the Dedekind completion of a Riesz space E by l?. By 
[21] lemma 140.1, every order continuous disjointness preserving operator 
TE &(E) has a unique extension to a disjointness preserving operator 
FE 2@). 
LEMMA 3.2. Suppose TE Pb(E) is a o-continuous disjointness preserving 
operator on a Riesz space E. Then T is bi-disjointness preserving iff 2% is an 
ideal in I?. 
PROOF. By proposition 2.7 it can be assumed that T is positive. Suppose T is 
bi-disjointness preserving and O<f, 2 E,!? satisfy 0 <S< TJ Then there is an 
element f EE and a net {ga}aGA CE such that O<g,]g 5 Tf. Since T is bi- 
disjointness preserving, for each a EA there is a net {h,P}BEB in E, such 
that 0 I hnBf If and Th,r,g, in E. Define h^= SUP~,~ h, Al?. Since F is an 
o-continuous Riesz homomorphism, i%= supa,p Th,D = sup, g, =g. This shows 
that Tg is an ideal. 
Conversely, suppose ?% is an ideal and f, g E E, satisfy 0 <g < Tf in E. Then 
there is an element haul?+ such that ?%=g. Hence, there is a net {h,} in E 
such that h,fh^ in l?. Therefore g = F supa h, = supa Th,, so T is bi-disjointness 
preserving. 
The following theorem follows immediately from the last lemma and 
theorem 2.8. 
THEOREM 3.3. Suppose E is a Dedekind complete Riesz space whose order 
dual E* separates the points of E. Suppose TE $/7(E) is an o-continuous 
disjointness preserving operator. The following are equivalent: 
(a) T is bi-disjointness preserving. 
(b) TE is an ideal in E. 
(c) T * is disjoin tness preserving. 
EXAMPLES. 1. Let X be an extremely disconnected compact Hausdorff 
space. Every disjointness preserving operator TE -U,(C(X)) is of the form 
Tf(x) = h(x)f (G(x)), where h E C(X) and @ : (x E X: h(x) # 0} *X is a continuous 
map. Then Tis bi-disjointness preserving iff @ is injective and an open mapping 
(c.f. [17] III, 9.3 and [20] 2.3). 
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2. If E is not Dedekind complete, theorem 3.3 need not hold. For example, 
let C be the circle of radius 2 about the origin in IR2, and let H be the union 
of the circles of radius 1 in lR2 with centers (- 1,0) and (l,O). Define w: C-+H 
by 
v(w) = (4 $3 C~>1/1- (I- lxb2) 
Note that I,Y is continuous and surjective; it is injective on C \ (0,2). For each 
n E Z define 
1 
Cif ns0 
A,,= 
Hif n>O 
and let A = OneZ A,, endowed with the product topology. Define r$ :A-+A to 
be the shift map 
@( . . . . x-1,x0,x1,x2 ,... I=( . . . . x~,,x~,,&),x,,x, ,... 1. 
zeroth place 
Then @ is continuous and T: C(A)-tC(A) defined by Tf(x) =f(@(x)) is bi- 
disjointness preserving. However, by [20] 2.3, T* is not disjointness preserving. 
One part of the preceding theorem can be easily generalized. 
PROPOSITION 3.4. Let E be a Riesz space whose order dual separates the 
points of E. Suppose TE 2$(E) and its adjoint are disjointness preserving, and 
that T is order continuous. Then T is bi-disjointness preserving. 
PROOF. Since /T*/ = 1 T I* (see [3], 2.6), it may be assumed that T is positive. 
Let i: be the (unique) extension of T to the Dedekind completion 8. By propo- 
sition 2.7 and 2.8, for any e E E we have 
c{Tf:fek?+ and fzze)lOl@*) 
so (F)* is a Riesz homomorphism, whence p is bi-disjointness preserving by 
theorem 3.3. By lemma 3.2, T is also bi-disjointness preserving. 
Besides the Dedekind complete case, there is one other situation where a 
characterization of bi-disjointness preserving operators can be given. We shall 
denote by E,* the Riesz space of all order continuous linear functionals on a 
Riesz space E, and for any o-continuous operator TE 2$(E) we shall denote 
the restriction of its adjoint to E,* by T,*. 
PROPOSITION 3.5. Suppose E is a Riesz space whose order continuous dual 
E,* separates the points of E. Then an o-continuous disjointness preserving 
operator TE Yb(E) is bi-disjointness preserving iff T,* is disjointness pre- 
serving. 
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PROOF. Let T be the extension of T to the Dedekind completion 8. Since E* 
and I?* are Riesz isomorphic, T* is disjointness preserving iff p* is disjointness 
preserving. By theorem 2.8 and [9] 4.1, PI? is an ideal in l? iff F”* is disjointness 
preserving iff T,* is disjointness preserving, which yields the result. 
0 4. A DECOMPOSITION THEOREM 
The main object of this section is to prove that any bi-disjointness preserving 
operator on a Dedekind complete Riesz space can be decomposed into a direct 
sum of four elementary bi-disjointness operators which possess one of the 
properties given in the following definition. 
DEFINITION 4.1. Let TE y7b(E) be a bi-disjointness preserving operator on a 
Riesz space E. 
(i) T is said to be quasi-invertible if T is injective and ( TE) dd = E. 
(ii) T is said to be of forward shift type if T is injective and 
fi, {TWdd= (01. 
(iii) T is said to be of backward shift type if 
G Ker T”=E and { TEjdd=E. 
n=l 
(iv) T is said to be hypernilpotent if 
G Ker T”=E and j {T”E}dd=(0). 
?I=1 
The supremum in (iii) and (iv) is to be taken in. the Boolean algebra of bands 
of E. 
EXAMPLES. Let E= I”(Z) and pick a weight sequence { w,}rI -m EE. Let T 
be the weighted bilateral shift operator T(x,},“= _ o3 = { w,x, + t}F= _ m. Clearly, 
T is bi-disjointness preserving. T is quasi-invertible iff w,, #O for all n E Z, and 
invertible iff there exists a number c such that w, 1 c> 0 for all n E Z. Thus, 
there are quasi-invertible operators which are not invertible. Tis hypernilpotent 
iff for each integer n there are integers m and p such that m<n<p and 
w, = wP = 0. Let A = { {xn} E E: x,, = 0 Vn 5 0} , and let B = A d. The restriction 
of T to A is of forward shift type iff w,, # 0 for all integers n 2 0. The restric- 
tion of T to B is of backwards shift type iff w,, #O for all n <O. 
LEMMA 4.2. Let TE -%(E) be a bi-disjointness preserving operator on a 
Dedekind complete Riesz space E. Define 
K= t Ker T”, 
n=l 
where the supremum is taken in the Boolean algera of bands of E. Then K is 
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a reducing band for T. In other words, if P is the band projection onto K, then 
TP = PT. 
PROOF. Since Ker Tk = Ker ( T lk and T commutes with P iff 1 T / does, it may 
be assumed that T is positive. For each IZ E Z, , let P,, be the projection onto 
Ker T”. Then for each n E N, 
F(P,,)TE = TP,,E = T(Ker T”) = TEnKer T”- ’ = P,- 1 TE. 
Note that the last equality uses that TE is an ideal. Since i”(P,) and P,, _ 1 are 
both order projections, it follows that TPJ = i’(P,)Tf== P,- r Tf for all 
0 5 f E E. Therefore 
TPf=T( i (P,,f))= ,II, (TP,,f)= G (P,Ml,Tf)=( nf, P,mI)Tf=PTf 
fl=l il=l 
which completes the proof. 
LEMMA 4.3. Let TE &b(E) be a bi-disjointness preserving operator on a 
Dedekind complete Riesz space E. Define 
Then A is a reducing band for T. 
PROOF. For each n E Z, , let (2, be the band projection onto (T”EIdd and 
define 
We must show that TQ = QT. 
First, suppose f E ( T”-LE}dd. Then Tf E { TnE}dd, since T is order con- 
tinuous and TE is an ideal. Hence TQ, _ if = Tf = Q, Tf. On the other hand, 
suppose g E ( T”- lE}d. Then Tg E { TnE}d whence TQ, _ ,g = 0 = Q, Tg. Since 
an arbitrary h E E can be written in the form h = f + g where f E { T”- ‘E} dd and 
ge {T”-‘E}d, we have shown that TQ, _ I = Q, T for all n E N, in other words 
F(Q,- r) = Q,. Since T and hence T is order continuous (theorem 2.5) we have 
TQ=F(Q)T=F( ,;, Q,)T=( YY F(Q,))T=( i Q,-,)T=QT 
n=1 n=1 
and the proof is complete. 
REMARK. While it can easily be seen that lemma 4.3 holds for any order 
continuous disjointness preserving operator, this is not true for lemma 4.2. 
For example, let E= R2 with the usual ordering and define TE 2&E) by 
T(x,y) = (x,x). Then T is order continuous and disjointness preserving, but not 
bi-disjointness preserving. In the notation of lemma 4.2 we have K= ((0, t): 
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t E R} and hence, 
PT(l,O)=P(l, l)=(O, l)#(O,O)= z-P(l,O). 
We now prove the main theorem of this section. 
THEOREM 4.4. Suppose TE Yb(E) is a bi-disjointness preserving operator on 
a Dedekind complete space E. Then there exist T-reducing bands E (i = 1,2,3,4) 
such that E = @4=, Ei and the restrictions of T to Ei are respectively quasi- 
invertible, of forward shift type, of backward shift type and hypernilpotent. 
PROOF. Let P and Q be the projections onto 
t Ker T” and Rfir { TnE}dd, 
n=l 
respectively. Define the bands Ei by E,: = (I-P)QE, E2: = (I- P)(I- Q)E, 
EJ : = PQE and Ed: = P(I- Q)E. Obviously E = @;=, Ei and the Ei are reducing 
bands for T by the previous two lemmas. 
For each i, set Ti: = TIEi. It is clear that Tl and T, are injective and that 
Since QEc { TE) dd, it follows that { TQE}dd= {QTEldd=Q{ TE}dd= QE. 
Therefore ( Tl E,}dd = { T(I- P)QEjdd = (I- P)QE= E, and similarly 
{ T3 ES} dd = EJ. This completes the proof. 
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